ABSTRACT The double-peaked profiles in spectral data are very rare and valuable for the astronomers. Their recognitions are largely depended on visually inspect. The main reasons for auto-search of such spectra are the complex and distinct characteristics of astronomical data. In this paper, we address the problems by a double-peaked profiles search algorithm (called DoPS) based on relevant subspace (RS) and support vector machine (SVM). First, characteristics subspace is extracted by using the relevant subspace mining algorithm, in which the local density factor λ is particularly defined to measure the data sparsity. The characteristics of double-peaked profiles are represented by using the locations, the interval spaces, and strength ratio of double peaks. Second, the characteristics set is analyzed and grouped into three subsets according to the correlations among the characteristics based on the frequent patterns and rough set theory. Third, the doublepeaked profiles search algorithm is proposed by using the support vectors trained from the labeled samples as thresholds. Finally, several spectral data sets from the LAMOST survey are employed to test the DoPS. The experimental results indicate that DoPS presents high performance than other similar algorithms in terms of time efficiency, noise immunity and recall, and reduced rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
The detection and recognition of special data with rare characteristics, particular from the big dataset, are key steps for the further relative study. For example, the targets harbored with double-peaked profiles in their spectra are extremely rare and very valuable proofs for the astronomical researches. Existing methods to mine out these data are largely depended on visual inspect. In this paper, we address the problem of auto-select the double-peaked profiles from the galaxy spectra. We show that feature extraction scheme can dramatically reduce the data dimensions by obtaining the relevant subspace in the high-dimensional dataset. We also show how to design the algorithm DoPS-a detection and recognition of double-peaked profiles on the basis of the validated relevant subspace. And the correctness and efficiency are verified by experiments carried out on the dataset of LAMOST survey.
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A. MOTIVATIONS
Double-peaked profiles recognition of extragalactic galaxy spectra addressed in this study is motivated by the following observations.
• Their is no one useful method provided for recognition of the rare samples from the complex and diverse astronomical data.
• It is hard to build complete and usable templates of double-peaked profiles in spectra. So, it would be meaningful to search and recognize such objects automatically for the astronomers.
• SVM is always a useful binary classification technique, however, it is not suitable for solve the above problems directly. Motivation 1: There are a lot of new techniques which can be used to search outlier data from uniform dataset, such as pattern recognition algorithms [1] , outlier mining algorithms [2] , classification algorithms [3] , etc. These methods show good performance and applications on the data set from more and more fields [4] - [6] . While, for the specific background dataset of astronomy, no methods handled very well so far because of the various and distinctive data characteristics. So, to consider these characteristics and develop the methods particularly for the special data will be of significance.
Motivation 2: The spectra with double-peaked profiles are extremely rare and valuable relative to the astronomical big dataset [7] , and they would be the import evidence of double black holes [8] . To mine out such spectra from the massive data is the first step in the astronomical research. The doublepeaked profiles display various characteristics which greatly improved the search difficulty. For example, the spectra we collected are composition of signals and noises. The weak double-peaked profiles could not be distinguish from the spectra. Other features of the astronomical data can be found in Sec.III-A.
Further, one of the import points is the sparsity of the double-peaked profiles we detect, which would be a useful factor in improving the search quality and efficiency. Meanwhile, they might be correlations among these profiles. So, it is necessary to extract and represent these characteristics in the RS (relevant subspace) [9] .
Motivation 3: The search can be categorized to binary classification problems. SVM (Support Vector Machine) is a useful supervised learning method for small and high dimensional samples. For the condition of extremely unbalanced in the ratio of positive and negative samples, the support vectors trained by the small samples can also be particularly used as thresholds for the search of rare objects from the big data set.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
Searching the spectra with double-peaked profiles from astronomical dataset is important for the further study of universe formation and evolution. And the characteristics of doublepeaked profiles show very complex and diverse. In this paper, we focus on this search problem and implement a doublepeaked search algorithm based on RS(relevant subspace) and SVM.
The contributions of in this work are summarized as follows:
• The characteristics extraction, identification and representation of double-peaked profiles are provided based on the relevant subspace.
• A classification analysis of characteristics is carried out based on the frequent pattern mining and rough set theory.
• A double-peaked profiles search algorithm based on the SVM and above results is proposed.
• The proposed algorithms and techniques are integrated in DoPS, which is evaluated through extensive experiments using the extragalactic galaxy spectra observed by LAMOST survey.
C. ROADMAP
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec.II summarizes the related works relevant to this work. Sec.III gives the theoretical basis and the introduction of astronomical data. The double-peaked profiles search method named DoPS is detailed in Sec. IV. Then, Sec.V discusses the experimental settings as well as the results. And finally, a summary and acknowledgement of this work is given in Sec.VI and Sec.VI respectively.
II. RELATED WORKS
Double-peaked profiles are composed of two or more peaks in specific range in spectra, which reflect rare universe evolution. Galaxies and QSO(quasar) are provided to investigate double-peaked profiles, which may be produced by AGNs [10] , double SMBHs [11] and other machines, such as jet-cloud interaction, chance superposition, and kinematics in the narrow-line regions [12] - [14] . As telescope technique updates, data on different wavelength bands can be obtained.
The newest researches for double-peaked profiles spectra are based on radio wavelength bands. High-solution radio observations is used to search double-peaked profiles spectra, which is a good way to confirm double-peaked AGNs [15] . The observed candidate samples show that one of them is dual AGNs, and ones of remnant are produced by other machines. Although people focus on radio bands, double-peaked profiles are still occurred frequently on the optical bands. Spectra from LAMOST(Large Sky Area Multi-object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope) on optical bands provide galaxies and QSO source to research for double-peaked profiles. The spectra with double-peaked profiles in LAMOST are searched efficiently. There are 20 candidate spectra in LAMOST DR1 are found by Shi et al. [16] . And Wang et al. search 325 candidate spectra with double-peaked profiles in LAMOST DR4 [17] .
With improvement of accuracy of observation instrument, size of the spectra data obtained is increasing year by year. So we have to present various ways to mining meaningful knowledge from massive data. Different viable methods are applied on searching spectra with double-peaked profiles. In order to confirm extragalactic galaxies, machine learning based on spark parallel is used to identify double-peaked profile of Hα line [18] . Double-peaked [OIII] and Balmer profiles are searched by statistic analysis to find candidate binary AGNs in SDSS(Sloan Digital Sky Survey) in [19] and [20] respectively. In addition, a cross-correlation technique also is proposed to detect complex(double-peaked or multiple components) profiles of [OIII] , avoiding observation of large dataset with eyes [21] . And the method based on multigaussian fit of narrow profiles is applied for searching galaxies and AGNs with double-peaked narrow profiles [16] . It can be found that these methods are more based on mathematics than data mining using for searching doublepeaked profiles. Some algorithms may be applied in detection of spectra with special characteristics, such as clustering, classification, outlier detection, association rules, in which classification algorithm with labelled data is supervised. And we are interested in SVM(support vector machine), which could classify data into either one class of two classes.
Pattern recognition is a newer area in computer, which can analyze and process characteristics information's. The goal of pattern recognition is to build a procession of description, analysis, classification and explanation for describing data. There are different based methods in pattern recognition, such as structure pattern recognition, statistic pattern recognition, artificial neural network pattern recognition, fuzzy pattern recognition, and so on. Pattern definition methods are applied in various industries. In [22] , DNA-based neural networks is implemented to recognize molecular patterns for biological organisms. Winner-talk-all computation is suggested to enhance the capability of DNA-based neural networks avoiding less pattern numbers. The proposed method can recognize nine patterns consist of 20 different DNA molecular. Pattern recognition is also used in high performance imaging with high spectral and spatial resolution, high dynamic range, and/or at high speed [23] , in which some tasks of pattern recognition are introduced, such as processing of images, depth estimation, data reconstruction, classification object detection and recognition. Different high performance images are involved, including hyper-spectral, depth field, RGB-D, and magnetic resonance. In addition, high-resolution real-space imaging of nano-particle also adopts pattern recognition algorithm, which is to simulate topography images from density functional theory using the known total structure of the Ag374 nano-cluster protected by tert-butyl benzene thiol [24] . Driving pattern recognition based on feature extracted with multi-layer perception neural network is used to build an adaptive energy management controller, which is for real time power split between fuel cells and super-capacitors [25] . After the driving pattern recognition is obtained, some factor are optimized using genetic algorithm to improve management controller. Pattern recognition is applied in science researching above these methods, and it also can be used for daily life. Malicious software detection on smart-phones based pattern recognition focuses on recognizing malicious software addressed against Android platform, which is to prevent installation software in victim systems [26] . There are three processing layers in pattern definition including monitoring, analysis and decision-making. And the experimental results demonstrate this proposed method is a great of detecting malicious software for most smart-phones on Android system. In some methods of pattern recognition, we take more attention on classifications.
Outlier detection aims to find points which are different with other points in dataset. The outlier in dataset may involve some useful information we need, which is meaningful in big data to search it. The methods for outlier detection are proposed based on two approaches: local outlier factor(LOF) and principal component analysis(PCA). A relevant subspace method is used to detection of contextual outlier, which is used to search contextual outliers using local outlier factors [47] . For high-dimensional dataset, a local projections method based on LOF and RobPCA is proposed as a novel approach, in which the quality of local description interpretation might influence the observations in local projection [44] .
Classification methods are almost used to predict class for a given data. Supervised classifications train a classifier model via training data with known label, then unknown data is assigned into one or more classes by classifier. Several classification algorithms are applied to predict musical preference of a person with four features [27] . In the prediction, binary-classification is used to created a dataset, which is examined by different classification algorithms including cart, knn, random forest. The result shows that emotion factor should be considered into dataset features in algorithms. The dataset with label in supervised classification and unsupervised classification is also researched in fields. For searching various stars demanding less human efforts, an unsupervised classification of various stars is proposed as an untraditional method, which relies only on the similarity among light curves [28] . The results of experiments show high performance of different types of various stars. In addition, the unsupervised classification based on k-means algorithm is applied to divide stellar data into discrete classes, in which the proposed method is able to separate the bulge and halo populations, distinguish dwarfs, sub-giants, RC and RGB stars [29] . The neural network is also used to classify in artificial intelligence field. ANN based on the chromosome classifiers is the main topic in the survey, which provides comprehensive review of past and recent research in the area of automatic chromosome classification systems [30] . And the classifiers based on other algorithms are also expected to employ in chromosome classification as additional techniques.
As a supervised pattern classifier, SVM(Support Vector Machine) was supposed to maximize the margin between decision boundary and training pattern by Boser et al. [31] . Since then, the algorithms based on thought of support vector are presented consequently. The one of most important part of SVM is kernel function which aims to map input data into a high-dimensional feature space. The data points are linearly separable in high-dimensional space by choosing appropriate kernel mapper as much as possible. So Amari et al. modified kernel functions to improve performance of SVM based on structure of the Riemannian geometry in 1999 [32] . In [33] , results of SVM with four different kernel functions(linear, polynomial, radial, sigmoidal) are compared to get best performance model in landslide susceptibility maps. Multiple kernel functions are combined to develop a new and effective kernel, showing power and usefulness of this approach [34] . And the kernel classification algorithm based on binary SVMs is introduced to solve QP optimization problem [35] . The improvement or innovation of SVM are most based on modification of kernel functions [36] , [37] . Comparisons about SVM are between not only inner kernels, but also different classifications, including random forest, k-nearest neighbor [38] , in which the SVM produces highest overall accuracy than other algorithms. SVM is more and more widely applied in various fields, such as identification of power transformer fault [39] and digital images [40] , detection of intelligent chatter [41] , allocation of wireless networks [42] etc. It is obvious that SVM algorithm with other techniques shows better performance and application in different fields.
In the latest works, the proposed methods show better higher performance in different fields. However, there are not approach used in specific background of astronomy. Developing a new method for searching double-peaked profiles data is meaningful due to the characteristics and distinct of dataset.
III. PRELIMINARIES
A. DATA DESCRIPTION Some standard datasets for classification are existed, however, they are submitted without double-peaked profiles spectra. Spectra of LAMOST is different with other datasets due to their particularity. Thus the dataset used in this paper is constructed manually, in which positive samples and negative samples are included. Spectra in this paper are obtained from LAMOST, which is a large field of view and large aperture telescope. There are 4000 filers on focal plane of LAMOST, can obtain 4000 spectra at the same time. LAMOST becomes a powerful tool to observe sky with high spectra acquisition rate. Observation of celestial objects over total available northern sky is the main tasks of LAMOST. In LAMOST survey, two components are conducted -LEGUE (LAMOST Experiment for Galactic Understanding and Exploration) and LEGAS (LAMOST Extra Galactic Survey). LEGUE focuses on Galactic anti-center, the disk at longitudes away from the Galactic anti-center, and the halo. As another major part of LAMOST survey, LEGAS includes galaxy survey and QSO survey. Number of galaxies and quasars is lesser than stellar due to the higher red-shift of extra galactic objects. After LAMOST DR5 survey is finished, about 15,000 galaxies and 52,000 QSO are obtained, are the source data of our research.
Profiles of double peaks are composed of less than two peaks generally. An example is shown in Figure 1 , where the abscissa is wavelength values in the rest-frame wavelength, and the ordinate presents flux which is consistent with wavelength. It can be seen that the characteristics of double-peaked profile are obvious in Figure 1 , and weak characteristics on other lines are needed to search in particularity. Different forms of double-peaked profiles are existed in spectra due to different physical machines. So the detection of spectra with double-peaked profiles is difficult relatively.
The spectra with double-peaked profiles display various distinct characteristics, which can be summarized as below:
• Basic information. The basic information of extragalactic spectra in LAMOST dataset include that the resolution is R ≈ 1800, the wavelength coverage is 3800Å∼9000Å. Therefore, traditional artificial identification as become impossible.
• Massive and high dimensional. After a five-year survey, the first stage of observation task has ended. More than 100 million spectra are collected. And for each spectrum, the data dimension is up to 4000.
• The characteristics are sparse. The double-peaked profiles are always shown on the emission lines of the spectra. In general, the dimensions of the emission lines covered are very small relative to the total dimension. Sometimes, the spectra only show a part of the emission lines.
• Composite spectra with signals and noises. The astronomical spectra, especially for the galaxy spectra observed by the ground-based telescopes, have not only the components from the target celestial body, but also other ingredients (noises) such as from cosmic rays, earth atmosphere, data precessing errors, etc. They will increase the recognition difficulty of the main characteristics.
• Double-peaked profiles vary a lot. Firstly, influenced by the Doppler effect, the emission lines would be shifted to other wavelengths. That is, the stations of characteristics appear in spectra are uncertain. Secondly, the shapes of double-peaked profiles are varied. Some spectra show stronger left(blue) peaks, some show stronger right (red) ones, and some show strange shapes relative to Gaussian profiles. In addition, the double-peaked profiles are not shown in all expected locations in the spectra. These uncertainties are the key problems in construction of templates and recognition of double-peaked profiles.
B. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
Support vector Machine(SVM) is a supervised machine algorithm of two-classification, in order to find optimal hyperplane with maximal margin between separating hyperplane and other data. SVM can train a prediction model using given training data firstly. Then category class of unknown data is calculated with higher accuracy than other machine learning algorithms. If kernel functions were applied in support vector machine, non-linear data would be divided into two classes linearly. In this paper, spectral from LAMOST are used in algorithm with line kernel function. Now, there is a given train set includes train data X = {x i x i x i } and train label Y = {y i |y i = ±1}, i=0,1,...,n. All data are constrained as follows:
Parameters w w w and y i are weight vector and class label of data x i
x i x i respectively in (1). Support vectors satisfy (2), including positive and negative vectors at above and lower part.
The predict function of unknown class data is followed (3). Data x is belongs to positive sample if f(x) is closed 1. By contraries, it is geared another class.
SVM aims to find maximum margin between positive and negative regarded as support vectors 2/ w w w . Thus, the task of margin maximization of SVM can be defined as:
It is a dual problem in (4), which can be transformed by Lagrange equation as:
where α i denotes Lagrange multiplier, which can be confirmed by optimized algorithm. It is assumed that data are linearly separated in theory. However, the most data are non-linearly in reality. The kernel function is proposed to map original data space to a new space, in which the data could be separated linearly. SVM can learn a linear classification model in new space by employing kernel function. The object function of dual problem with kernel function as:
where K (x i x i x i , y i y i y i ) is a kernel function, is most obtained from expert experience. The frequently-used kernels include linear kernel, Gaussian kernel, sigmoid kernel as (7), (8), (9) respectively.
K (x x x, y y y) = tanh(αx x x t y y y + c)
It is difficult to find an optimal hyperplane to divide data into different classes absolutely, even though kernel function is applied. The parameters C and ξ are introduced to access the problem. C is the penalty coefficient presenting misclassified punishment. The greater C value, the greater penalty of misclassified. Slack variable ξ is added into every data to tolerate exception point. Introduction of the new parameters considers the existing of exceptions, which has influence on classification results. Thus object functions (4) and (5) are changed into (10) and (11) respectively.
where C and ξ i are used to determine the strength of punishment for exception points.
The application of kernel function and penalty coefficient is helpful for improving accuracy of SVM classification model. As a two-class classifier, SVM is suitable for detecting double-peaked profiles spectra, which can be classified into one class with special characteristics. The characteristics of double-peaked profiles can be added into training process of SVM. From this, the training classification model with double-peaked profiles is more targeted.
IV. SEARCH METHOD
DoPS method is proposed as new approach to search doublepeaked profiles in this paper. Characteristics extraction of double-peaked profile spectra based on relevant subspace is worked to reduce dimension of data. The subspace which is relevant with double-peaked profiles is named characteristics subspace after expert certification. In Characteristics subspace, a classification of characteristics is implemented by frequent patterns and rough set theory. Then, the classification method DoPS is used to test the performance and availability according to recall rate, reduced rate, accuracy.
A. CHARACTERISTICS EXTRACTION BASED ON RELEVANT SUBSPACE
In high-dimensional data sets, it is impossible that all dimensions are attribute for data mining. It is meaning that some of all dimensions are helpful for our searching, while others should be abandoned actually. Selecting dimensions with useful information is necessary and feasible. Relevant subspace can efficiently find the local distribution of various data sets, which is defined by local sparseness of attribute VOLUME 7, 2019 dimensions [47] . The most frequent attributes with maximum density are included into relevant subspace. Determine if an attribute is regarded as a member of relevant subspace dependent on density of object's local data set which is defined by nearest neighbor.
Determination of relevant subspace is based on computation of local dataset(LDS). It is assumed that DS is a d-dimensional dataset with length n, FS = {F 1 , F 2 , ..., F d } is a characteristics space, and x ij denotes the ith data on jth dimension. The basic concept of relevant subspace is the uniformity of local dataset on dimensions. LDS(x,F) is a local dataset including nearest neighbors of object x on attribute F. If F is a relevant subspace, distribution of LDS(x,F) is nonuniform. In contrast, if F is not a relevant subspace, LDS(x,F) is a uniform distribution, which can efficiently embody the valuable information of double-peaked profiles. However, the uniform distribution cannot provide meaningful information of double-peaked profiles. So measurement of local sparsity on dimensions is a key step of obtaining relevant subspace.
The sparsity or density of local dataset LDS of object reflects an attribute distributions. The distribution of attributes is more uniform, the density of local dataset is more similar. Relevant subspace removes dimension with lower density of LDS and receives dimension with higher density. The density of object on each dimension is defined by the local density factor λ ij :
where λ ij denotes the local density factor of ith data on jth dimension. p(x ij ) is a sequence of LDS(x ij , F j ), which is composed of k nearest neighbors of object x ij on the attribute dimension F j . We can know λ ij is the mean square value of Euclidean distance between object x ij and local dataset on dimension F j . The local dataset LDS will be more sparse if the λ ij is larger. On the contrary, the smaller the λ ij , the more dense of LDS. λ ij of each object on attribute dimensions is computed to generate a density factor matrix [
The local matrix on dimensions [Z λ ] k×d (obj) is obtained from the matrix, where k is length of LDS(obj). For further describing the difference of LDS's local density on dimensions, the local density difference factor of LDS(obj) on jth attribute dimension δ ij is defined:
Cλ ij (13) where Cλ ij is the mean square of [Z λ ] k×d (x i ) on attribute A j . And δ ij reflects the difference of local density. δ ij is larger, degree of difference of local density factor larger, λ is larger, then local dataset LDS(obj) on dimension is not uniform. Conversely, the smaller the δ, the smaller degree of difference of local density factor, the smaller the λ, then local dataset LDS(obj) on dimension is uniform. In a short, the local dataset of each object on attribute dimensions is uniform or not uniform is according to δ. Thus the uniformity of local dataset on dimensions can directly be judged via δ, which is an important step in characteristics detection using relevant subspace.
To measure whether the attributes dimension and characteristics of double-peaked profiles are related, a threshold of local density difference factor α is given. Then a subspace V = {V 1 , V 2 , ..., V j , ..., V d } is built, where d is the length of dimensions. And V j = {V 1j , V 2j , ..., V ij , ..., V nj }, where n is the size of dataset. The definition of V ij is:
where V j value is 1 or 0. If V ij ≤ α, V j = 1, the jth dimension is related with double-peaked profiles, being a member of relevant subspace. On the contrary, the jth dimension will be removed into non-relevant subspace if V j = 0. The relevant subspace is obtained by selection of relevant dimensions in V.
The description algorithm of characteristics extraction based on relevant subspace is shown in Algorithm1.
Algorithm 1 Characteristic Extraction Based on Relevant Subspace
Input: Training dataset DS; number of neighbors K; local density difference factor threshold α. Output: Characteristics subspace 1: Data Selection. Double-peaked profiles spectra which red-shift<0.3 are selected as training data; 2: Data preprocessing. Training data are in rest wavelength, and flux are normalized. 3: Wavelength bands selection. Flux data between 4000Å∼5700Å and 5900Å∼5700Å is selected as the valid training data. 4: for each dimension in characteristics space do 5: for each object in dataset do 6: Local data set of the object in the dimension is obtained using k nearest neighbor algorithm; 7: Compute the local density factor of the object λ ij according to (12) ; 8: Calculate the local density difference factor δ ij according to (13); 9: Relevant attributes are gained according to (14) , and characteristics subspace is obtained; 10: end for 11: end for 12: Return characteristics subspace
In the characteristics extraction algorithm, KNN is firstly used to get a local dataset. Then the attributes distribution of every object on each dimension is measured by the local density. Finally the relevant dimensions are obtained from generated subspace, the V j value is determined by voting method. In the algorithm, KNN is used for computing the local dataset of objects on dimensions. The time complexity of KNN algorithm is O(n · logn). The local density factor λ and local density difference factor δ are descriptions of local dataset on dimensions to get relevant subspace. The time complexity of the function of computing λ is O(n · d · k), and so do δ function's time complexity. Therefore, the time complexity of characteristics extraction is
The members in relevant subspace are analyzed by reading various papers and expert certification. The characteristics subspace is obtained after the analysis of relevant subspace.
B. CHARACTERISTICS CLASSIFICATION BASED ON FREQUENT PATTERN AND ROUGH SET THEORY 1) ASSOCIATE RULES MINING
Frequent pattern mining aims to find different association rules, which can help users to make a decision in a base area. For example, shopping black analysis is to find the relations between various goods, then customer's shopping habits are analyzed to produce a better marking strategy.
Support and confidence are two measurements in association rules, which denote the usefulness and determinacy of associations respectively. Suppose an association A ⇒ B with support s and confidence c, the association can be presented by a probability formula:
where the support of association A ⇒ B is the probability in dataset. Confidence can obtained via the support of A and A ∪ B as:
The Apriori algorithm is a typical method for mining frequent items. It adopts an iterative method for layer by layer search. The priori property which is applied in Apriori improves performance of searching frequent items. The association with larger confidence is regarded as a strong association rule. There are two steps of finding association rules:
• Finding all frequent items, whose occurrence number is at least larger than set min support;
• Producing the strong association rules, which satisfy the demand of min support and min confidence. The algorithm 2 shows detailed process of finding association rules.
The reliability of association rules can be measured by the confidence. The larger confidence, the more credible of association rule. As all we known, the characteristics of double-peaked profiles are associated with some wavelength bands of line. So the association rules between lines can be used for grouping basis of characteristics subspace according to the confidence. The strong association rules satisfied min support and min confidence can directly be obtained when the frequent items of database are found. On the one hand, the candidate items are produced by the connecting frequent Every item in database is regard as the candidate 1-item; 3: Scanning the database to count the supports of candidate 1-item, then the frequent 1-items are obtained whose supports are bigger than ms; 4: for k from 2 to length of dataset do 5: Candidate k-items are produced by connecting the frequent (k-1)-items; 6: Removing the non-frequent items from candidates using the priori property; 7: Frequent k-items are obtained by comparing supports with ms; 8: end for 9: end procedure 10: procedure finding associations rules 11: for Association rule in frequent items do 12: Computing the coefficient of association rules according to (17); 13: Association rules with coefficient are recorded; 14: end for 15: Selecting the first 5 association rules with bigger coefficient as the strong association rules; 16: Return association rules. 17 : end procedure items, which will cause a memory problem in big size of database. on the other hand, every time the supports of candidate items are counted, the database is scanned in Apriori algorithm. So the method of finding association rules is only available for smaller size of database. In our case, not all strong association rules are received as good works, the n associations rules with largest confidence are selected as the remembers of strong association rules. The selection method can effectively obtain association rules between characteristics of double-peaked profiles and wavelength bands.
2) ROUGH SET THEORY
The rough set theory is proposed based on incomplete data and knowledge which cannot be conveyed, learned and concluded precisely. The main idea of rough set is to approximately describe the uncertain or undefined knowledge using known knowledge base. This theory don't need any priori information's outside dataset to be processed. So the rough set is more objective on description of knowledge than other methods.
The rough set theory is based on the establishment of equivalence class. Suppose X is a subset of a given nonempty finite field U named X ⊆ U , and R is an equivalence VOLUME 7, 2019 relation. X is R-definable if X can be described precisely by R attribute set. That means X can be represented using the union of R basic set. Contrarily, X is not R-definable. The R-definable set named R exact set can be defined precisely in the knowledge base. And the R non-definable set is named as R rough set. For searching the case of non-resolvable equivalence class of every set X ⊆ U , the rough set is defined approximately by two exact sets, including the upper approximate set and lower approximate set.
R_(X
The two functions in (18) and (19) are lower approximate set and upper approximate set respectively. The R_(X ) is composed of sets can be included in X. R − (X ) is composed of sets can or may be included in X. Namely, R_(X ) is the union of all Y i included X and R − (X ) is the union of Y i whose intersection is 0 with X. bn R (X ) is a dataset which cannot be sure to fall into X and -X. pos R (X ) = R_(X ) is named the R positive field of X, neg R (X ) = U − R_(X ) is also named the R negative field of X, and bn R (X ) is named the boundary field.
pos R (X ) or lower approximate is a set can totally included in set X. Similarly, neg R (X ) is a set can included in set X noncertainly, which is the complementary set of X. The boundary set is regarded as a non-certain field which may be included in X. So the upper approximate is the union of positive field and boundary field:
Rough set can be used for classifying, selecting attribute set and correlation analysis. The initial purpose of rough set is based on analysis and inference of data, finding hidden information or knowledge. It has become a valid method to process imprecise, in consistent, incomplete data, which profit from the mature mathematics foundation and nonnecessity of priori knowledge. We can apply the association rules in rough set to get lower and upper approximate. The results of rough set will be basis of working in grouping. The characteristics subspace is associated with double-peaked profiles, however, the strengths of relation are different for each member in characteristics subspace. So the rough set is an effective way to help users divide wavelength bands which in characteristics subspace. where w i w i w i is computed by optimizing method based on initial data. However, these coefficients are used to make prediction for the weak characteristics of double-peaked profiles. So we should set extra coefficient to enhance the strength of optimized coefficient.
Every member in characteristics subspace has different weight for double-peaked profiles. The weight of subspace is obtained by statistics as the probability of members in characteristics subspace. Suppose the probability set P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . P i , . . . P L }, where L is the length of characteristics subspace, P i is the probability of occurring doublepeaked profiles on ith member in subspace. In a given dataset with double-peaked profiles, statistic method is used to computed the probability. The value of P i is defined:
where num (F i ) is the number of data with double-peaked profiles on ith characteristics subspace in dataset. And S(data) is size of dataset. The probability P i actually is the frequency of occurrence for the ith member in characteristics subspace. We can know the probability on every characteristics subspace by set P. The degree of influence on characteristics of doublepeaked profiles is different, so the P value is applied in training classification model. Every characteristics subspace with a corresponding probability P i is used in training process as follows:
where L is length of characteristics subspace, P i is the probability of ith member in characteristics subspace, m is the length of data on one characteristic. We determine the class label of a given object by approximate if f(x). If f(x) value is closed 1, the object is included in positive samples. On the contrary, the object is belonged to negative samples if f(x) value is closed to −1. Support vector machine trains a classifier for doublepeaked profiles using probability of subspace. The parameter space of SVM includes C(penalty coefficient), I(max number of iterating) and the type of kernel function. The optimization process of iterating has to stop when the iteration number is reached I, although optimized value has not obtained. So the initial value of I can be greater to get optimum solution, which is a global optimize in optimization procedure. The several results of SVM programming may be various because the random α is selected to begin optimization. The best result is our better selection for showing support vector machine.
2) THE ALGORITHM DESCRIPTIONS
To build a template for identifying double-peaked profiles data, a method named DoPS is proposed based on support vector machine. The description of DoPS algorithm based on SVM is shown in Algorithm 3. Matrix a training dataset; 3: Generate a kernel value matrix using selected kernel function; 4: Generate Lagrange multiplier matrix composed of initial α; 5: while iterations number < I and α no changed do: 6: Optimize α value; 7: Update α over all training samples ; 8: Update α over samples which are not on boundary; 9: Compute value b using α according to constraint condition; 10: Update α by probability using (23); 11: Return value b and α.
Algorithm 3 DoPS Algorithm Based on SVM

12:
end while 13: end for
3) ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
In Algorithm 3, the training procedure is the main body of algorithm, in which the optimization process is the most important step. The initial Lagrange multiplier α is set 0 in α matrix. The optimization according to the constraint condition is begun from a random α value. The time complexity of the algorithm for linear-data is O(n · d), where n and d are the size and number of attribute dimension of training dataset respectively. The non-linear samples are used in DoPS, which has a time complexity O(n 2 · d). Penalty C is a most influential parameters in SVM. The larger C value, the smaller ξ i , the smaller distance between hyperplane, then the case of over-fitting in training procedure may be occurred. On the contrary, the smaller C value, the larger ξ i , the greater distance between hyperplanes, so under-fitting is going to happen. In addition, the over-fitting also can arise when the selection of kernel function is more powerful.
Characteristics subspace is obtained by the characteristics extraction based on relevant subspace. On the other hand, the dimension of high-dimensional dataset is greatly reduced. The DoPS algorithm on lower-dimensional dataset runs with less time than original dataset. So our algorithm is available with higher efficiency.
Different classification results may occur due to the random beginning of optimization. A number of results can be received as the determination candidates. There are two solutions relative to different results:
• Different α values are obtained in optimizing processing, which could be repeated some times. The mean of a number of α is selected as the final α.
• Different classification results are obtained by different Lagrange α. We can select the most frequent results in a number of results as the final classification result.
V. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS ANALYSIS
We evaluate the performance of Dops method at three processors in which the one is Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6500U-2.50GHz processor with 12.0GB memory, and Windows 7 operating system is installed.
A. DATA SELECTION AND PREPROCESSING
In this paper, the dataset in our method is obtained from two papers about searching double-peaked profiles. 20 doublepeaked profiles spectra are searched in LAMOST DR1 [16] , among them, 10 have published by others and the rest 10 is first discovered. 325 spectra with double-peaked profiles are presented in LAOMST DR4 [17] . There are 345 spectra with double-peaked profiles in LAMOST, among them 4 spectra without red bands due to bigger red-shift. The known positive samples will be used in training data in follow-up works. The datasets used in characteristics extraction and DoPS are known certified double-peaked profiles data and selected randomly from LAMOST respectively. The data need be preprocessed before application in method, the main steps of preprocessing are as follows:
• Ensuring the wavelength is on rest-frame, in which the red-shift is used to be implied;
• Data normalization. The dataset is in a common scale by normalizing processing;
• Cutting wavelength. The flux of wavelength between 4000Å∼8000Å are cut as the useful dimensions. In addition, the blue and red bands are connected on 5700Å∼5900Å, where the information can also be cut.
B. CHARACTERISTICS EXTRACTION 1) PARAMETERS TESTING α AND K
In the characteristics extraction method based on relevant subspace, KNN algorithm is implied to restrain the involved spectra data. Three datasets are selected to ensure the number of members in relevant subspace. The number of extracted characteristics is obtained by comparing different results with the parameters K and α. To make sure the finally number, different K and α are used in experiments. Figure 2 shows the number change of characteristics with parameters. The Figure 2 (a) and (b) are trend of number of relevant subspace with K and α respectively. Three datasets with double-peaked profiles are used in the characteristics extraction. The first dataset including 332 spectra are certified by researchers. And the second and third are randomly selected form the first sample including 200 and 100 spectra respectively. The datasets with different size are used to decide that the final length of relevant subspace.
In Figure 2 , the left sub-graph is a decision trend of number about characteristics when K is from 4 to 22. The number is increased from 0 with bigger K, and it converges to 8 for the three datasets. K determines number VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Decision for number of extracted characteristics.
of extracted characteristics as one of parameters of characteristics extraction. The smaller k value, the denser distribution of extracted attributes, but the smaller continuous points in centralized position and discontinuous points.
The right sub-figure in Figure 2 shows a number trend with different α, which are various due to size of dataset. For the three datasets, α is fixed to 0.9996, 0.9992, 0.9978 respectively. In the right sub-figure, the number of characteristics tends to 8 with α, which is included in a list from α 1 to α 8. In the α list, the values are getting bigger belong the abscissa. Value α has influence on number of relevant attributes. The larger α, the more relevant attributes, the more discontinuous attributes outside centralized position. On the contrary, the opposite result will be happen.
It is concluded from Figure 2 that the relevant subspace is obtained including 8 members by observing the number trend of characteristics with various experiments. To determine the members in relevant subspace, a characteristics distribution of a spectrum is shown in Figure 3 when K=18, α = 0.9996.
There are 3 parts in Figure3. The red points included in a rectangle frame in the top part are extracted attributes, including continuous and discontinuous points. The extracted attributes are focused on two wavelength ranges of 4800Å∼5100Å and 6540Å∼6750Å in Figure 3 . The middle and bottom parts are enlarged drawings of the left and right rectangular frames in the top respectively. In the last two parts, the red points are non-continue extracted attributes, and the red lines are regarded as extracted characteristics which are composed of continue extracted points. 
2) THE CHARACTERISTICS IDENTIFICATION
In (24) and (25), j = 1, 2, . . . , length(training dataset), the RBS j and LSR j are red/blue shift interval and line strength ratio of the jth spectra respectively. The values of RBS and LSR are between maximum and minimum value. The coordinate position of double peaks are (wave 1 , flux 1 ), (wave 2 , flux 2 ), then RBS j and LSR j are defined:
where RBS j is the red/blue shift interval of the jth spectra, rest_wave is the line core in rest-frame wavelength. This function can measure the distance of double peaks, if a given distance of double peaks is outside the range, the (27) where LSR j is the line strength ratio of the jth spectra. The LSR is also a measurement of double peaks. It is suspect when a given LSR value is outside the range of defined LSR. The characteristics of double peaks in training set are recorded by observations of double-peaked profiles manually. The tables about characteristics of red and blue lines is generated, including wavelength range, RBS and LSR, computed according to (26) and (27) . The directed descriptions of double-peaked characteristics are seen in table 1 and 2, which show characteristics descriptions of double peaks on the blue and red bands respectively. A given detected double-peaked profile can be proved further if the characteristic covers range in the tables. Otherwise, the line is regarded as non doublepeaked profile.
C. CHARACTERISTICS GROUPING
The characteristics based on relevant subspace includes 8 lines, which are (Hα, Hβ, [OIII]λλ4959, 5007, [NII]λλ6548, 6584, [SII]λλ6717, 6731). The lines in characteristics subspace should be divided into several subsets according frequent patterns and rough set theory. 1000 spectra with double-peaked profiles are selected as a dataset to compute the probability of every line. A new dataset D = x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x i , . . . , x 1000 is generated, where x i = x ij , j = 1,2. . . ,8, and x ij is 1 or 0. If x ij value is 1, the double peaks is occurred on the jth characteristic line. Otherwise, the characteristic without double peaks is recorded.
The dataset shaped 1000*8 is applied in mining association rules, finding the association between double-peaked profile lines. The Apriori algorithm is used to produce the strong association rules with higher confidence. The dataset with double peaks on line(value is 1) is to find strong associations by Apriori. Suppose the found association is A ⇒ B, A and B are element or set, then A ∪ B will be a subset of characteristics subspace.
The number of association rules are produced by Apriori algorithm. The intersection and union of subsets of top 5 strong association rules can be as the lower approximate and upper approximate of rough set respectively. It is meaning that the first 5 subsets are The subset a and b are characteristics lines of black and red bands respectively, which compose the subset c. Subset a is more frequent than subset b because the red bands may be non-existent with a bigger red-shift. The grouping of characteristics subspace based on association rules and rough set is also justified by astrophysical background for red-shift.
D. DOPS METHOD
In the method of DoPS, the lines in characteristics subspace are divided into 3 subsets to analyze double-peaked profiles spectra. The training process and testing process are included in SVM, which will be confirmed spectra data. The 345 spectra with double-peaked profiles are found in previous works by researchers, where the 8 lines are all included in 341 spectra due to smaller red-shift. The less positive samples are used for training classifier based on the known discovered data, which reflect rare scenes. For the subset a, 690 spectra are selected as the training set including 345 positive and 345 negative samples. 682 samples(341 positive and 341 negative samples) are used to be training dataset in subset b and c. In the testing process, 10000 samples from LAMOST DR5 are selected randomly as the testing dataset in all subsets. Then four algorithms including FABC [43] , VOLUME 7, 2019 Local Projection [44] , TSCM [45] and LC-KNN [46] are implemented to testify the available of DoPS method.
In the measurement space, accuracy, recall rate, reduced rate and running time are all compared between five algorithms. Higher accuracy, reduced rate and lower running time are our main object with higher recall rate, which should be ensured 1 due to the rarity of physical machine of doublepeaked profiles spectra. The spectra of LAMOST are lowquality data, which is presented by the inverse variance. To test the identification influence of the signal and noise, experiment results are discussed with different inverse variance computed by inverse variance of every point in data. In addition, 5 testing datasets is also compared with different size of dataset in DoPS method.
1) EFFICIENCY VERIFICATION
As a measurement of efficiency, the running time is recorded to test the efficiency of our proposed method. The running time of five methods in 3 subsets is shown in Figure 4 , where the 5 testing datasets are used to compare the running time. For the subset a, the first 4 dataset sets are randomly selected including 345 positive data. The sample in the last dataset sized 10000 is randomly selected, including rare positive ones. There are 341 positive points in the first dataset for subset b and c. In Figure 4 , for the subset a, the running time of DoPS is smaller than the first three methods, while is bigger than LC-KNN generally due to the lower-dimensional dataset in subset a. It is seen that the running time of DoPS in subset c is far smaller than others with higher-dimensional dataset. In addition, the running times of the first 4 methods are greater with bigger size of dataset. The running time is stable no matter how the size of dataset changes in DoPS method in the subset a and c. However the running time is unstable in subset b when the size of dataset is unequal. The more running time is costed in the dataset sized 5000 than 10000, which don't convergence quickly in the training processing.
The trend of running time of DoPS in subset b is not similar with other two subsets. The quality of the testing dataset is an important influence factor for running time in subset b.
The testing dataset in subset b is composed of randomly selected samples, which may be an aspect of the trend of running time in subset b.
Overall, the Figure 4 shows better performance of DoPS than other methods, which tests the efficiency of our proposed method from perspective of time.
2) INFLUENCE OF DATA QUALITY
The quality of dataset can be measures by the signal and noise(SNR) which obtained via inverse variance. The higher SNR of spectra, the better results of classification. The dataset sized 10000 randomly selected in three subsets is used to test the influence of SNRs. For subset a, the testing dataset SNR>0.06 and 0.1 is considered into testing processing. Figure5 shows the accuracy, reduced rate and recall rate of five algorithms with SNR>0.6 and 0.1.
There are 23 dimensions in subset a, which is composed of 6-dimensional Hβ set and 17-dimensional [OIII] set. It is can be seen that the recall rate of DoPS is smaller with bigger SNR. The more data will be removed from positive data when SNR is bigger and bigger, which leads to the fewer and fewer recall rate. The reduced rate of DoPS with SNR>0.1 is higher than 0.06, which is also concluded that higher SNR can improve the method performance in subset a. In Figure6, the accuracy and reduced rate of DoPS are higher than others. And the recall rate with SNR>0.5 is bigger than SNR>1 due to the more positive samples loss with bigger SNR. So the threshold of SNR should be considered to ensure the temperate between accuracy and reduced rate.
The highest dimensional subset c is also to show the influence of SNR on classification result. 0.5 and 1 are also selected to test the accuracy, reduced rate and recall rate like subset a and b, which is shown in Figure 7 . For subset c which includes 76 attributes, the Figure 7 shows the trends similar to the first two subsets. The higher reduced rate is appeared with bigger SNR, while the lower recall rate is existed. To test the accuracy, reduced rate and recall rate with the change of SNR, the trends of evaluations with different SNRs are shown in Figure 8 .
It is can be seen that the bigger SNR, smaller recall rate, while greater reduced rate are always happened. The more and more positive samples are not considered into positive class when SNR is bigger and bigger. So it is a trade-off in evaluations and selection of SNR.
3) INFLUENCE OF DATASET SIZE
Under the high-dimensional data background, the three subsets represent different dimensions. To test the effectiveness of size of dataset, 5 datasets sized different type sizes are used to be testing datasets. Accuracy, reduced rate and recall rate are all as the evaluation measurements of the algorithms. We hope the recall rate is 1 due to the little proportion of double-peaked profiles spectra. So it is our goal that higher accuracy and reduced rate with recall rate 1. The result of accuracy, reduced rate and recall rate can be seen in Figure 9 , in which the accuracy, reduced rate and recall rate are included in different size of dataset.
In Figure9, 690a and 690b in the first sub-figure denote different datasets including 345 positive and 345 negative. 5000a and 5000b are testing data sized 5000 including 345 positive. The last size of dataset is 10000 randomly selected from LAMOST. In the last two sub-figures, 682a and 682b are dataset sized 682 including equal number of positive and negative sample. For subset a, the recall rate is 1 when the size of dataset is 10000. However, the reduced rate is higher than others in dataset sized 5000. For the subset b and c, the recall rate is always 1 with higher reduced rate when the size of testing data is 5000.
The better performance occurred in Figure9 due to the bigger proportion in dataset sized 5000 than 10000. However, when the size of dataset is reached 10000, the reduced rate is 1, which may be a better phenomenon for bigger dataset. In our method, the number of iteration is needed to set manually, which has influence on classification effects. The novel proposed on-line algorithm based on worse-violators can be considered for improving our method effects, which eliminates the need for specifying the maximum number of iterations and the use of a regularization term. This approach is suitable for largescale learning, which is also in accordance with our data quest.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a method of DoPS method based on RS & SVM for searching double-peaked profiles spectra. Our detailed works are as follows three parts. Firstly, the characteristics subspace(H β, OIIIλ4959, OIIIλ5007, NIIλ6548, H α, NIIλ6584, SIIλ6717, SIIλ6731) is obtained by characteristics selection. Then the characteristics descriptions of characteristics subspace are given, including RBS, LSR and wavelength range. Secondly, the characteristics subspace is divided into 3 subsets by frequent patterns and rough set theory. Finally, several datasets selected from LAMOST are used to employ in DoPS and other four compared algorithms. It is confirmed that our DoPS method shows better performance in efficiency, noise immunity, recall rate and reduced rate.
In the DoPS method, an unbalanced between the accuracy and recall rate is a shortcoming due to the rarity of doublepeaked profiles data. However, it can be changed by adjusting parameters according to different requests. This method will be employed in searching special data in LAMOST DR7 in next works, which includes rare positive sample. So the incremental method can be applied, that is the searched positive data can be included into the next positive sample to increase the size of positive sample.
